ACTION STATIONS: USING GAMES IN KIDS PROGRAMS
By Rob Adams (OAC Ministries) at Passing the Baton 2020


Games can be used to introduce a topic/theme that you are about to teach



Games can be used to reinforce a topic/ theme that you have just been teaching



Games can be used for revision of previously taught content from earlier programs



Games can be used as an ’ice-breaker’, time ‘filler’ or just for fun

Games Resources for sale at PTB2020 EXPO
OAC Ministries Expo table:
* Fun Packed Fillers ($6) - includes over 70 games and activities
* Yak Mat Pack ($5 pack) - Can be used as discussion starters or
quizzes for small to large groups.
* Larger Dice ($3 pair) - 2 types with 1- 6 dots and single coloured dots
* Combo pack (just $7) - Yak Mat Pack plus a pair of Larger Dice

Child Evangelism Fellowship Expo table:
* Games for all Occasions - Review games on a USB stick

Order these resources below online
Ice-Breakers for Reaching and Teaching Children
Kidsreach publication
Short games and exercises that are used to warm participants up to the
group and to the teaching point of the day.
Contact kidsreach.org.au/contact to find availability & price

Everyone's a Winner ($12.84) - Scripture Union. Over 200 co-operative games
for 7-13 year olds. Note: This is an ePub Edition (not printed hard copy)
Order at https://www.rfmshop.com.au/ (Resources / children & youth leaders section)

SOME PROGRAM FILLERS / BOREDOM BUSTERS
Hand Clapping - All stand up. Every time the leader crosses his/her 2 hands (vertically), the kids
have to clap. Sometimes fake a cross by stopping just before you cross. Kids sit down if they clap
when you don’t cross. At the end, gradually speed up and when all are clapping wildly, teacher takes
a bow.
Hands Up - When introducing the ‘hands up if you know the answer’ rule, get the kids to practice
putting up their hand when you say ‘hands up’. Do several times and see who can do it fast. Trick
them by quickly saying, ‘Hands down’, but at the same time you put your hand up.
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Stand Up On 3 - kids to quickly stand up when you count up to 3. They must be sitting down. You
may trick them by counting ‘1,2,3’ very quickly (too slow, try again) OR ‘1..2..four’ OR ‘1...2...thrill
seekers’; OR ‘1...2...thursdays’. Now finally do the correct ‘1...2...3’.
Dead Ant - Leader calls out ‘dead ant’ and the kids must roll onto their back with arms and legs
facing up as still as a dead ant. The leader then moves among the kids to try and make them laugh
without touching them. If a kid laughs, he joins the leader to make others laugh. The winner is the
last dead ant.
Hands up/ out/ folded - to teach the kids to sit quietly during prayer. They follow the leader’s
instructions (and actions) On 1: put your right hand in the air
On 2: put your left hand in the air
On 3: fold your arms on your chest
On 4: close one eye
On 5: close the other eye
On 6: bow your head—“Now listen carefully as I talk to God (PRAY)” at the end instead of saying ‘amen’ ... “now open your eyes and sit up straight”.
Gofa (go for) - Leader says, “Go for your knees (etc)” and puts hands on knees. Kids must also do
this action. On some occasions you can trick them by saying one thing but doing a different action.
Do This, Do That - similar to the ‘Simon says’ game. When the leader says ‘do this’ the kids do the
leaders action. However if the leader says ‘do that’ and shows another action the kids must not move.
‘Do this’ (put your hands on your knees) - kids do the same
‘Do this’ (move hands from your knees to your ears) - kids do the same
‘Do this’ (put your hands on your head) - kids do the same
‘Do that’ (put your hands in the air) - kids should not move their hands from their head.

One-Minute Aerobics - Leader leads the group with jumping jacks, head rolls,
shoulder shrugs, etc. As the last exercise, have the kids sit down and up 7 times.
On the last sit down they let out a sigh, ‘Ah-h’. Then continue your program.
Yawns - Have two kids come to the front. They yawn and stretch as much as they can in order to get
the others to follow. (Everyone knows yawns are catching!) The kids sitting down try not to yawn. If
the leader sees someone yawning, they have to join those at the front.
Tongue Twisters - This can be done in pairs or from up the front.
* Up the front - Have 3 kids out the front each (in turn) trying to say the tongue
twister which you have written on a sheet of paper. E.g. ‘I saw sea shells sitting
on the sea shore’
* In pairs - They can create a 7 - 9 word tongue twister where most of the words
begin with the same letter. It may be related to the teaching/story of the day. See
which partner can say it the fastest.
Down and Up - Tape a 1 metre long strip of masking tape on the floor. Challenge several kids (one
at a time) to put their toes on the line, fold their arms, kneel down onto the floor & get back up again
without taking their toes off the line or using their hands.
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